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A B S T R A C T   

In case of social animals often we can observe dominance hierarchies among the group members around limited 
resources. Once stabilized, hierarchy can help the access to these resources – in favour of the dominant in-
dividuals – without serious conflict or harm. While we can easily identify the limited resources in nature, in case 
of companion dogs, all essential resources are provided by the owner thus shortcutting competition. While it 
seems that its original function is not present in companion dogs, dominance hierarchies were still described in 
dog groups. As everyday competition for essential resources is seldom part of the lives of most companion dogs, 
our aim was to find what traits might be related to the formation of these hierarchies and the rank of the in-
dividuals. We designed an online survey for owners of multiple dogs to assess i) the dominance relationship 
between the co-habiting dogs via their everyday interactions and ii) their personalities using the Canine Big Five 
questionnaire. We received responses for 1082 dogs. Four of the five personality traits had a significant asso-
ciation with dominance: while more extroverted (p = 0.0003), conscientious (p = 0.0006), and open (p =
0.0088) dogs scored higher on dominance, more agreeable dogs scored lower (p < 0.0001). In accordance with 
previous studies, we also found that older dogs tend to be more dominant (p = 0.001). We also found a small but 
not negligible number of dog-pairs that had no difference in their dominance scores. Although our study is not 
suitable for detecting causality, the results show that there is a complex association between owner-perceived 
dominance and personality in group-living companion dogs.   

1. Introduction 

Dominance is usually regarded as a personality trait in human psy-
chology, however, in ethology it (i.e. the dominant status of an indi-
vidual) can only be understood in social context based on the consistent 
outcomes of dyadic encounters between group members. In social ani-
mals, hierarchies can be formed in the presence of limited resources 
based on these dyadic relationships (Drews, 1993). The rank of an in-
dividual in these hierarchies is communicated via various signals and 
can usually be described by observing the interactions between the in-
dividuals. To understand the true biological nature of dominance related 
to the interactions within these hierarchies, we need to shift from an 
individual-based approach, where dominance mostly is the result of an 
individual’s traits to a more dynamics-based approach, investigating the 
social dynamics between individuals (Chase and Lindquist, 2016; Chase 
and Seitz, 2011). An interesting property of dominance hierarchies is 
’steepness’, which differs in different species: it can be despotic, 
tolerant, relaxed and egalitarian. These refer to the degree of asymmetry 

in dyadic relationships within the hierarchy (Flack and de Waal, 2004), 
where in a despotic hierarchy large dyadic asymmetries can be observed 
and these are reinforced by severe aggression, compared to the tolerant 
and relaxed hierarchies, where dyadic asymmetries are present, but 
there are also unresolved and equal relationships (more in a relaxed 
hierarchy than in a tolerant one) with less aggression. Finally, in the 
egalitarian hierarchy the asymmetries are rare, as most relationships are 
unresolved or equal (Flack and de Waal, 2004). 

The closest wild relative of domestic dogs, the grey wolf (Canis lupus) 
is a social, group-living apex predator. However, for the wolf there are 
strong ecological constraints that drove their evolution towards being 
highly social: they need cooperation both to become successful hunters 
and to be able to raise their offspring. These constraints are more or less 
missing even in the case of free-ranging dogs: they are scavengers of 
human waste and they usually show relatively short, uniparental 
(maternal) care for the offspring (Bradshaw et al., 2016). Still, they live 
in social groups forming long-term social bonds, and competition for 
resources is common among them (Cafazzo et al., 2010). In groups of 
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co-habiting companion dogs however, competition for these resources is 
less prevalent as they are readily provided and distributed by the owner. 
Moreover, not all dogs are equally motivated to obtain all resources, so 
the outcome of the interactions around these might be better explained 
by a combination of personality and previous life experiences (learning) 
than dominance relationships (Bradshaw et al., 2009). 

Van Der Borg et al. (2015) found a linear-like dominance hierarchy 
in a group of kennelled dogs, with some ambiguous relationships in the 
middle and bottom ranks of the group. They observed asymmetries in 
postural displays, and they found that both dominant and subordinate 
individuals used formal signals while aggression was low and bidirec-
tional. Furthermore, while there were unresolved relationships, these 
individuals did not avoid each other, thus the authors concluded that the 
steepness of this hierarchy is ’tolerant’ (Van Der Borg et al., 2015). 
Range et al.’s findings were similar in case of a comparative study run on 
group living socialized wolves and similarly raised and kept dogs, noting 
that the level of tolerance was lower in the group of dogs than that of the 
wolves (Range et al., 2015). One could argue that the subjects of these 
studies were not companion dogs from the strict sense, but Trisko et al. 
found similar hierarchies in groups of companion dogs attending a 
day-care facility. In their study the ’coverage’ of the dyadic dominance 
interactions was low, meaning they only observed formal status in-
dicators in a small percentage of the dyads, and they found many 
friendly interactions between the dogs. They also found more ’unre-
solved’, unclear dominance relationships in the middle of the hierarchy 
(Trisko et al., 2016; Trisko and Smuts, 2015). It is important to note that 
although dogs in those studies were familiar with each other, the study 
population was still a temporary dog group, not dogs living together in 
the same household. 

Empirical studies on the hierarchies of groups of companion dogs are 
scarce. This might be surprising, when there are widely used, behaviour- 
based techniques in other species for the assessment of group- 
hierarchies and the rank of individuals. For example, displacement of 
a potential competitor in the vicinity of food (barbary macaques, Macaca 
sylvanus, (Konečná et al., 2012) horses (Seaman et al., 2002)) is a 
straightforward method to assess dominance relationships between in-
dividuals (with slight variations whether the ‘displacement’ involves 
aggression or it is rather based on intimidation only). However, in 
companion dogs using the data collected from either spontaneous or 
staged competitive situations would be ethically difficult to achieve. 
Furthermore, the physical and social environment of companion dogs is 
not only very complex, but also considerably dissimilar among the 
various households that warrants for multivariate rank assessments 
instead of the simpler competition tests. Thus, when studying the rank 
dynamics of co-habiting family dogs, questionnaire-based methods are 
commonly used, ranging from the ‘one-question’ binary sorting (‘Which 
dog is the dominant’) to the multi-question assessments based on the 
owners’ description of their dogs’ interactions (Kubinyi and Wallis, 
2019; Pongrácz et al., 2008). These questionnaires can be supplemented 
by the observation of certain behaviours of the dogs in everyday situa-
tions, like group walks (Ákos et al., 2014) or in behavioural tests (Castro, 
2017). But these observations usually only cover one aspect of the 
multitude of behaviours and interactions related to the dogs’ rank and 
the dominance relationships between them. 

Castro used a toy-possession-test to see how the rank assessed with a 
widely used questionnaire (Pongrácz et al., 2008) might relate to the 
dogs’ willingness to participate and with their performance in a 
competitive setting. The ‘resource’ to compete for was either a squeaky 
toy or a toy filled with treats. They found that age is a better predictor of 
both participation and performance than dominance – younger dogs 
were more willing to go for the toy (Castro, 2017). Behaviour in this test 
might be more related to the playfulness of young dogs than to their 
rank. 

Ákos et al. found that higher rank of a dog (which was again assessed 
with the previously mentioned questionnaire (Pongrácz et al., 2008)) is 
associated with a more pronounced ‘leading’ behaviour, more 

specifically taking the front position during off-leash walks in a group of 
vizslas (Ákos et al., 2014). 

Social rank can affect behaviours in non-competitive contexts as 
well. For example, Bauer & Smuts found differences in the play behav-
iour of dominant versus subordinate dogs: dominant dogs showed more 
offensive moves and less self-handicapping during play than their sub-
ordinate counterparts (Bauer and Smuts, 2007). Pongrácz et al. found 
differences in the performance of dominant and subordinate dogs in 
social learning tasks depending on if the demonstrator was an unfamiliar 
dog or an unfamiliar human (Pongrácz et al., 2008, 2012). They found 
that dominant dogs were more successful in learning from a human, 
while subordinate dogs performed better than the dominant ones when 
they observed a dog demonstrator. 

As we discussed earlier, the individual dog’s position in the hierarchy 
can cause predictably consistent behavioural responses in particular 
contexts. Similarly, animal personality also manifests itself in behav-
ioural consistencies through time and contexts. It is an intriguing 
question therefore, whether there is an association between the various 
personality traits and social rank in dogs. 

As the personality of dogs consists of numerous traits (Gosling et al., 
2003; Svartberg and Forkman, 2002), we can assume that there is a 
complex interrelationship among the dog’s social rank and the various 
personality dimensions. In our investigation, we used one of the most 
widely used personality models for dogs, the Canine Big Five (Gosling 
et al., 2003; Turcsán, 2014). We hypothesized that the dominance rank 
of group living companion dogs will show significant association with 
the personality components described by the Big Five model. 

Wallis et al. used a 23-item questionnaire to investigate how the 
individual dog’s rank, as perceived by the owner might relate to certain 
characteristics of their dogs. They found that more assertive and train-
able dogs were perceived as being the dominant one in multi-dog 
households (Wallis et al., 2020). One personality trait measured by 
the Big Five is Conscientiousness which in dogs means being reliable, 
thorough and efficient in tasks, determined and not easily distracted, 
which can be an important aspect of trainability. Thus, we expect to find 
a positive connection between Conscientiousness and rank. 

Based on the previous work on Pongrácz et al., dominant dogs from 
multi-dog households learn more effectively by observing the actions of 
an unfamiliar human than subordinate ones (Pongrácz et al., 2012). 
Later they found that dogs that are more ‘irritable’ and have less toler-
ance for any sort of inconvenience from those around them perform 
better when learning from humans (Pongrácz et al., 2021). These 
characteristics resemble the Agreeableness trait in the Big Five person-
ality model, so we expect to find a negative connection between 
Agreeableness and dogs’ rank. 

Lastly, the trait Extraversion contains items about assertiveness, 
which was also found to be associated with dogs’ position in the hier-
archy (Wallis et al., 2020). Moreover, Ottenheimer Carrier et al. found 
that more extraverted dogs are more initiative in play scenarios which 
can be paralleled with the finding of Bauer & Smut about the play 
behaviour of dominant dogs (Bauer and Smuts, 2007; Ottenheimer 
Carrier et al., 2013). Thus, we hypothesized that the Extraversion of a 
dog will show a positive association with its dominance status. 

2. Methods 

2.1. The questionnaire 

We designed a questionnaire for owners of multiple dogs (i.e. who 
owned at least two dogs living in the same household at the time of the 
completion of the questionnaire). Respondents were recruited via social 
media (Facebook and Twitter). The questionnaire was available in En-
glish and Hungarian. The questionnaire consisted of three parts: i) 
questions about the basic demographic data of the dogs, including age, 
sex and reproductive status; ii) questions to assess the rank of each dog 
in the household based on (Kubinyi and Wallis, 2019; Pongrácz et al., 
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2008) plus one question about the owners’ holistic opinion on which dog 
was the dominant and iii) the Canine Big Five (Gosling et al., 2003; 
Turcsán et al., 2012) to assess the dogs’ personality. The questionnaire 
and the scoring method of the answers is accessible in the Supplemen-
tary Material. Participation was voluntary and we did not offer any 
material incentive for the completion of the survey. We did not request 
or collect any personal data from the dog owners, questionnaire surveys 
such as this do not require human ethics permission in Hungary. 

2.2. Subjects 

615 owners (478 from Hungary, 74 from the US, 63 from other 
countries; 89% female, 11% male; Mage = 38.75 years) of multiple dogs 
filled out our questionnaire for 1082 dogs in total (595 female, 487 
male; 251 intact, 831 spayed or neutered; Mage = 6.1, SD = 3.83 years; 
330 owners completed the questionnaires for 2 dogs, 37 owners for 3, 12 
owners for 4, 4 owners for 5 and 2 owners for 6 – 230 owners only 
provided data about one of their dogs). We only included dogs above one 
year (N = 1040) in our analyses as both personality (Fratkin et al., 2013) 
and social behaviour (Overall, 2013; Pal, 2008) are still changing 
rapidly in juvenile dogs. 

2.3. Statistical analyses 

We used R statistical software (R Development Core Team, 2015) in 
RStudio (RStudio Team, Boston, MA, USA) with packages DataExplorer, 
dlookr, lmerTest, MASS, moments and stats. 

We first calculated a ‘dominance score’ (D_score) for each dog based 
on the questionnaire (Table 1). We used Spearman’s correlation to see if 
the owners’ holistic opinion about the dog’s rank correlate with the 
calculated D_score. We used the check_model function of the ‘perfor-
mance’ package in R to assess the normality of residuals via the visual 
inspection of the Q-Q plots and the distribution curve. We found that 
both the linearity and the distribution of residuals fit to the assumptions 
of normality. Then we used Linear Mixed Models to investigate the 
possible associations between the dogs’ personality traits and social 
rank, using the „household ID” as a random effect. In our models we 
used the dominance score as the dependent variable and the personality 
trait scores and demographic data (age, sex, reproductive status) as in-
dependent variables. We used bottom-up model selection to find the 
most parsimonious model. 

In case of dog-pairs from the same household that had the same 
dominance score, we ran a separate analysis to see if there is any sig-
nificant difference between their personality traits: we randomly 
grouped them in two groups (so one of the pair is in group A and the 
other is in group B) and used paired t-tests to see if there is a difference in 
their Big Five traits. 

3. Results 

The owners’ opinions on which dog is the dominant and subordinate 
in the household showed a strong positive correlation with the dogs’ 
dominance scores calculated from the other questions (Spearman’s rho 
= 0.6125794, p < 0.0001) (Fig. 1). 

We found significant associations between four of the five person-
ality dimensions assessed by the Canine Big Five and the dominance 
score of the dogs: dogs scored higher on Conscientiousness had higher 
dominance scores (est = 0.0965, SD = 0.0282, t = 3.426, 95%Cl =
(0.0414 – 0.1515), p = 0.0006) (Fig. 2a), and we found similar positive 
associations with Extraversion (est = 0.0811, SD = 0.0225, t = 3.611, 
95%Cl = (0.0372 – 0.1250), p = 0.0003) (Fig. 2b) and Openness 
(est = 0.081177, t = 2.624, SD = 0.0223345, t = 2.624, 95%Cl =
(0.0223 – 0.1531), p = 0.0088) (Fig. 2c). Dominance score had signifi-
cant negative association with Agreeableness (est = − 0.1562, 
SD = 0.0257, t = − 6.085, 95%Cl = (− 0.2065 to − 0.1060), p < 0.0001) 
(Fig. 2d). We found no association between dominance and Neuroticism. 

We also found positive association between the dogs’ age and their 
dominance score: older dogs had higher dominance scores 
(est = 0.0131, SD = 0.004, t = 3.305, 95% Cl = (0.0053 – 0.0208), 
p = 0.001) (Fig. 3). Sex and reproductive status had no association with 
the dominance score. 

Now we had to check if the associations among the personality traits 
and dominance scores are related to the association between age and 
dominance. For this we used Pearson correlation. We found that both 
Extraversion and Openness correlated negatively with dogs’ age (Ex-
traversion: r = − 0.2, p < 0.0001; Openness: r = − 0.11, p = 0.00038) 
while they had a positive association with the dominance score. 
Agreeableness was also negatively correlated with age (r = − 0.14, 
p < 0.0001). We found positive correlation between the dogs’ age and 

Table 1 
Questions used to assess the rank of the dogs within a household (Kubinyi and 
Wallis, 2019; Pongrácz et al., 2008). The ’dominance score’ was calculated as 
the average of the scores for the questions. The final score is between + 1 and −
1, where + 1 would mean the dog behaves dominantly in all the listed situations 
and − 1 would mean the opposite. The answer options ’I don’t know/Not 
applicable’ did not affect the final score in any way.  

Question Variable 
name 

This 
dog 

One of 
my 
other 
dogs 

Neither/ 
Depends 
on the 
situation 

I don’t 
know/ Not 
applicable 

When a stranger 
comes to the 
house, which 
dog starts to 
bark first (or 
if they start to 
bark together, 
which dog 
barks more or 
longer)? 

barks_first + 1 - 1  0 N/A 

Which dog licks 
more often 
the other 
dog’s mouth? 

licks_mouth - 1 + 1  0 N/A 

If the dogs get 
food at the 
same time 
and at the 
same spot, 
which dog 
starts to eat 
first or eats 
the other 
dog’s food? 

eats_first + 1 - 1  0 N/A 

If the dogs start 
to fight, 
which dog 
usually wins? 

wins_fighst + 1 - 1  0 N/A 

If they get a 
special 
reward (e.g., 
a marrow 
bone), which 
dog obtains 
it? 

gets_reward + 1 - 1  0 N/A 

Which dog goes 
in the front 
during walks? 

walks_front + 1 - 1  0 N/A 

Which dog 
acquires the 
better resting 
place? 

better_place + 1 - 1  0 N/A 

If your dogs are 
being 
attacked, 
which dog 
faces the 
threat in the 
front? 

defends_group + 1 - 1  0 N/A  
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Neuroticism (r = 0.085, p = 0.0063). There is no correlation between 
Conscientiousness and age (r = 0.013, p = 0.68) (Fig. 4). 

The dominance score of 147 dogs was 0, meaning their owners 
replied ‘This dog’ and ‘One of my other dogs’ the same amount of times 
when they answered the questions that we used for the calculation of the 
D_score. When we only looked at households from which we had data for 
at least two dogs, we found 44 dog pairs that had the same dominance 
score. 

In the case of these dog-pairs that had the same dominance score we 
found no significant difference between their personality traits (Extra-
version: mean = − 0.0362, 95%CI = (− 0.3824 to 0.3101), t = − 0.2117, 
p = 0.8335; Agreeableness: mean = 0.0936, 95%CI = (− 0.1592 to 
0.3464), t = 0.7499, p = 0.4581; Conscientiousness: mean = 0.0673, 
95%CI = (− 0.1638 to 0.2983), t = 0.5897, p = 0.559; Neuroticism: 
mean = 0.2467, 95%CI = (− 0.0510 to 0.5444), t = 1.6789, 
p = 0.1016; Openness: mean = 0.0877, 95%CI = (− 0.1323 to 0.3077), 
t = 0.80798, p = 0.4243). 

4. Discussion 

In our study, we assessed the dominance status of group-living 
companion dogs with a multi-question method accessible for the dog 
owners through an online survey. We found significant association be-
tween the dominance score of the dogs and four from the five personality 
traits assessed with the Canine Big Five instrument. Dogs that scored 
higher in the hierarchy received higher values in their Extraversion, 
Openness and Conscientiousness; but scored low on Agreeableness. 
While older dogs received higher dominance scores, this effect did not 
explain the majority of the discovered rank-personality associations. 

Although the ethological approach both to the animal personality 
(Gosling and Vazire, 2002) and dominance status (Costa et al., 2021) is 
often based on empirical testing, when it comes about the potential 
interrelationship between the two, it is still common that ‘dominance’ is 
considered as a more-or-less standalone trait of an individual’s person-
ality. This approach has its strong roots in human psychology (Anderson 
and Kilduff, 2009; Gough et al., 1951; Lukaszewski and Roney, 2009), 
but it is also well-noticeable in animal behaviour research. King and 
Figueredo (1997) used the human version of the Big Five instrument for 
scoring the personality of zoo-kept chimpanzees, and found that a sixth 
(and actually the strongest) emerging trait from the principal 

component analysis was ‘Dominance’, which drew items from each of 
the other five personality traits. In their research, dominance did not 
show any stronger correlation with the other traits, and characterized an 
animal that was independent, fearless and confident. 

Dubbing dominance as one of the personality traits or at least as a 
factor that may influence the personality is an understandable approach 
when we take in consideration that both concepts try to describe such 
long-term characteristics of the individual’s behaviour that cover mul-
tiple scenarios (Briffa et al., 2015). From this aspect, such features that 
can help an individual to win contests (thus becoming a high-ranking, or 
more dominant one) – assertiveness, fearlessness, aggression – are easily 
found in the simpler personality trait systems, such as shyness/boldness, 
exploration or openness (Rudin et al., 2017). However, as their research 
on field crickets (Teleogryllus oceanicus) showed, the ‘shared’ items be-
tween some of the personality traits (exploration, activity) and social 
status can result in unstable personalities in case of changing dominance 
status (Rudin et al., 2017). Therefore, if we want to keep in mind the 
core idea behind personality (that is, a relative stability across time and 
various contexts – (Weinstein et al., 2008)) there is a need for other 
approaches where an individual’s dynamic status in the hierarchy can be 
still associated to its stable personality traits without the potential 
feedback from dominance to personality. David et al. (2011) in their 
experiment with zebra finches (Taeniopygia guttata) provided evidence 
that a multi-trait animal personality model can serve as a “static anchor” 
to predict the dominance status of the individuals. 

Animal models as in the case of crickets or zebra finches usually 
assess rank-related interactions through simple contest-like interactions. 
In the case of the dog, our approach was to establish the dominance 
status of the subjects with the help of an 8-item questionnaire. We did so 
as we acknowledged that companion dogs seldom engage themselves in 
direct resource competition, and if such competitive interactions 
happen, they might be not the same ones in case of each household. At 
the same time, by using the Canine Big Five instrument, we chose a 
temperament assessment method that shows only moderate overlap 
with the commonly occurring behavioural phenotypes of assertive or 
agonistic behaviours. As a result, our approach fits well to the afore-
mentioned quest for animal personality traits that predict dominance 
status without being strongly influenced by it at the same time. 

We found that older dogs had higher dominance scores, which fits 
well with the earlier results of several investigations (Bonanni et al., 
2017; Cafazzo et al., 2010; Kubinyi and Wallis, 2019). At the same time, 
in our sample according to the owners’ reports, sex or the reproductive 
status of the subjects did not have significant association with dogs’ 
rank. In earlier studies there is no unequivocal conclusion about the 
potential effect of dogs’ sex on their rank: in one study males were found 
as more dominant than females among free-ranging dogs (Cafazzo et al., 
2010), while Kubinyi and Wallis (2019) found that in mixed-sex com-
panion dog dyads owners more often rated the females as being more 
dominant than the males. 

Regarding of our results, first of all we need to assess whether the 
associations between the personality traits of dogs and their dominance 
scores could be confounded by the robust age-rank association. From the 
five personality traits, only in case of Agreeableness we found the same 
(negative) direction of association with age and dominance score, which 
means that the decreasing agreeableness in older dogs (see also Turcsán 
et al., 2012) could have an effect also on the same tendency in the more 
dominant ones. However, in case of the other four personality traits age 
and dominance had different associations. Neuroticism did not associate 
significantly with the dominance score, however, older dogs had higher 
scores of this trait than younger ones. Conscientiousness, a trait that 
showed positive association with dogs’ dominance, had no significant 
association with age. Finally, both Openness and Extraversion showed 
opposite direction associations with age and dominance: older dogs 
received decreasing scores along these traits, but the more dominant a 
dog was, it received higher scores of these traits. It is also important to 
note that all correlations between age and the personality traits were 

Fig. 1. The owners’ opinion on which of their dogs is the dominant or subor-
dinate one showed a significant positive correlation with the dogs’ calculated 
dominance scores. Flexible rank means that the owner answered with „Neither/ 
Depends on the situation” to the question „Which dog is the dominant one”. 
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Fig. 2. The associations between the Canine Big Five personality traits and Dominance scores of dogs: we found a positive association with a) conscientiousness; b) 
extraversion; c) openness and negative association with d) agreeableness. The fifth trait, neuroticism did not show significant association with D_score. 

Fig. 3. Older dogs received higher dominance score based on their owners’ 
reports in the questionnaire. Fig. 4. The correlation between the dogs’ age and their Big Five personality 

traits. Asterisks show significant correlation: ** p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001. 
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weak with low r-values. This also suggests that most of the 
dominance-personality associations were not confounded by the age 
effect on dominance, which is a good validation of the results reported 
by (Wallis et al., 2020), who used different personality traits than we 
did. 

The association between owner-perceived social rank and Consci-
entiousness can be explained if we take a closer look to the items that 
characterize this personality trait: dogs scored high on this trait are 
persistent, focused and efficient, which would help them to prevail in 
competitive situations. Moreover, these characteristics can also be 
important in trainability which has been found to be associated with 
dominance (Wallis et al., 2020). The trait Openness to new experiences 
contains items related to curiosity to the environment and enjoyment of 
sensory experiences. This might resemble playfulness and contact 
seeking with new objects that was found to be related to dominance rank 
in bottlenose dolphins (Frick, 2016). Curiosity is also positively associ-
ated with dominance in great tits. Verbeek et al., (1999, 1996) found 
that fast explorers usually start and win pairwise confrontations and 
rank higher early in the formation of the hierarchy. The trait also con-
tains the ability/enjoyment of learning new things and being overall 
‘smart’, which also reflect components of trainability that was found to 
be associated with social rank in dogs (Wallis et al., 2020). 

Extraversion contains items related to activity, assertiveness, and 
sociability. Sociability and maintaining relationships with others 
through play and other joint activities has been found to be related to 
dominant status in vervet monkeys, Chlorocebus pygerythrus (McGuire 
et al., 1994 ’social competence’), male bottlenose dolphins, Tursiops 
truncatus (Frick, 2016, ’camaraderie’) and free-ranging dogs (Bonanni 
et al., 2010, following socially skillful individuals in group departures). 
In many animal personality studies, assertiveness is regarded as a 
standalone personality trait – meanwhile it is a contributor to Extra-
version in the Big Five system – and is usually strongly linked to 
dominance, for example in capuchin monkeys, Cebus capucinus (Morton 
et al., 2013), hanuman langurs, Semnopithecus entellus (Koneĉná et al., 
2008, as ’confidence’) and dogs (Wallis et al., 2020). Interestingly, we 
found no association between Neuroticism and dominance status. Most 
likely the style of dominance (i.e., the conflict-specific behaviour of the 
higher ranked animal) and not the rank itself is more correlated to stress 
levels and reactivity to stressors, as it was previously found in olive 
baboons, Papio anubis (Sapolsky and Ray, 1989; Virgin and Sapolsky, 
1997). 

The negative association we found between Agreeableness and rank 
can also be found in other species, such as hanuman langurs, Semnopi-
thecus entellus (Koneĉná et al., 2008), but not in barbary macaques, 
Macaca sylvanus (Konečná et al., 2012). As this was the only trait that 
had a similar association with age as with dominance, we should 
consider that the relationship between agreeableness and rank is a sta-
tistical artefact. However, previous studies found an interesting associ-
ation between dogs’ rank, social learning performance and 
agreeableness with humans (Pongrácz et al., 2012, 2021). Pongrácz 
et al. (2012) found that dominant dogs learn more effectively from 
unfamiliar human demonstrators than subordinate ones, and later they 
found a similar (positive) association between irritability and social 
learning (Pongrácz et al., 2021). This suggests that there are at least 
some components of agreeableness that can be directly linked to 
dominance status. 

Of course, there are some limitations to our study. As the rank of the 
dogs was assessed via questionnaire, despite the best efforts to carefully 
specify the social interactions in the questions, there is always room for 
owner interpretation and bias. Another factor that warrants for further 
empirical testing is the actual contribution of the individual question-
naire items to the final dominance score of the dogs. In the present study, 
each of the eight questionnaire items potentially had an equal share in 
the final dominance score, as we did not have an a priori indication 
whether one or the other from these would be a stronger indicator of the 
individual dog’s rank. In reality, it can vary case by case if a particular 

dog reacts more or less intensely in case of the various scenarios that are 
covered by our questionnaire items, and it would be definitely a chal-
lenge to find such feasible behavioural test that could validate equally 
well the relationship between these items and the dominance score. 

There are many other factors that can affect rank, personality, or 
both at the same time. One of them is the owners themselves. We know 
that there are associations between owner and dog personalities 
(Turcsán et al., 2012), but owners might also affect their dogs’ in-
teractions willingly (e.g. breaking up fights, favouring one dog to reduce 
aggression (van Kerkhove, 2004)) or unwillingly (being the target of 
competition i.e. jealousy (Abdai et al., 2018; Morris et al., 2008)). For 
these reasons, future research needs to focus on the role of the owner, as 
personality is just one piece of the puzzle in understanding social dy-
namics of companion dogs in multidog households. 

5. Conclusion 

Dominance hierarchies, as well as the rank of the individuals within 
are prone to dynamic changes due to their functional association with 
the contest winning ability of the group members, which is affected by 
various intrinsic (genetics, inner state, physiology, age) and extrinsic 
(environment, experiences) factors. Our study calls the attention to the 
complex nature of interconnections between owner-reported social rank 
and the five-factor personality model of group-living companion dogs. 
As animal personality is considered to be stable across time and contexts, 
we argue that the personality traits of an individual can serve as 
fundamental anchors during the formation and maintenance of the 
dominance status, potentially providing a buffering effect against tem-
porary changes in the competitiveness/ physical state of the individual. 
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